11
lt was during this broadcast that Mussolini's downfall was announced.
in the studio:

Toscanini and soprano Gertrude Rib/a hadjust left the stage when an anno11nce111ent was broadcast into the hall and over the air:
Benito M11sso!ini had been deposed Toscanini, beside himse!f, mshed back on the stage, clasped his hands and gazed heavenwards, in a
sign of thanksgiving, while the a11dience, equa!!J beside itse!f, applauded, cheered, screamed, and all b11t tore the st11dio to pieces.

None of this bedlam could have been apparent to those listening on the radio. Two announcements of Mussolini's
deposition went over the ai r, the first in an intermission talk carried by shortwave from the Pacific given by
Adnural Harold R. Stark. It was probably during this talk that the audience erupted . After Stark concluded, the
broadcast switched to the N BC newsroom, where a "roundup of the important events of the day from Italy" was
given that included a second announcement of the deposition. \Xlhen Ben Grauer then returned to introduce Act
Ill of Rigoletto, no audience reaction was evident."
From 11 Arturo Toscanini: T he N BC Years 11 by Mortimer H . Frank, Amadeus Press
Producer's Note
This recording was resto red from a set of very high quali ty acetate dubs supplied to me by a donor who prefers to
remain anonymous. The so und quality of these is unprecendented and gave me a huge head start in preparing this
release. For extended sections I was lucky eno ugh to have two different copies to choose from with different
degrees of wear - each side lasted roughly a quarter of an hour. Wear and tear was uneven across the entire concert,
with lengthy sections of the broadcast immaculate, but elsewhere surface noise clearly in evidence and req uiring
extensive restoration work. I have preserved the concert exactl y as broadcast save for two cuts: the long interval
talk by short-wave radio has been faded out at the start then back in at the end, and the look-ahead in Ben Grauer's
closing annou ncement has been cut. Elsewhere you'll hear evidence of a lack of communication between Grauer
and Toscanini as the music cuts across two of the announcements. I've also retained the newsroom announcement
of the end of Mussolini's reign over Italy as broadcast. These are, however, mere historical details. What's most
important is of co urse the music, which has been superbly preserved here. I've given the notoriously d ry SH so und
just the slightest acoustic softening, retaining the directness Toscanini desi_red whilst just slightly rounding out the
voices and orchestral tone with the merest hint of Sydney Opera House convo lution reverb, an acoustic which
seemed most sympathetic to the perfo rmances. Andrew Rose
F1JLL PROGRAMME NOTES CAN BE FOUND ONLINE AT WWW.PRISTINECLASSICAL.COM
SARL Pristine Audio, 144 Rue de l'Eglise, 24610 St. Meard de Gur~on, France
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